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ByPaul Hannon

The euro zone is at risk of snatching defeat from the jaws of victory by abandoning efforts to cut budget
deficits and fix long-standing economic problems, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development‘s chief economist warned Monday.

In an interview with the Wall Street Journal, Carlo Pier Padoan said euro-zone governments are close
to stabilizing and even cutting their debts relative to economic output.

But he warned that governments facing resistance from voters as unemployment rates rise may halt
their fiscal consolidations before they achieve that “remarkable result.”

“There is a risk that reform fatigue increases significantly, with governments facing very strong social
resistance, and that happens at the wrong moment, because we are almost there,” Mr. Padoan said.
“Our message is, we have done a lot in Europe, let’s not waste it.”

Mr. Padoan’s comments come as a growing number of European leaders are easing the austerity
programs that have dominated policy across the continent in recent years, focusing instead on
measures to promote growth.

That shift in policy was crystallized last week when European Commission President Jose Manuel
Barroso said the policy of austerity no longer has the public backing needed to work.

Since then, the governments of Portugal and Spain have announced new programs that set later targets
for cutting their budget deficits, while both French President Francois Hollande and new Italian Prime
Minister Enrico Letta have separately warned against focusing on austerity.

The euro-zone economy has been contracting since the final three months of 2011, and many policy
makers have concluded that austerity programs have become self-defeating because they have had a
much larger negative impact on economic growth than had been expected.

Mr. Padoan said the growing perception that austerity has been futile is incorrect.

“Fiscal consolidation is producing results, the pain is producing results,” he said.

He added that euro-zone policy makers need to do a better job of communicating their successes to a
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weary population.

“There is an issue of communication,” he said. “It’s as if we will do more of the same and never stop. But
we are achieving results, and we will see those results sooner than expected.”

In particular, he said that relative to economic output, government debt will stop rising, and indeed begin
to fall in 2014 and 2015. Figures released by the European Union’s statistics agency last week showed
that while the combined budget deficits of euro-zone members fell to 3.7% of gross domestic product in
2012 from 4.2% of GDP in 2011, government debt rose to 90.6% of GDP from 87.3%.

Like other international financial institutions, Mr. Padoan said the OECD is set to cut its growth forecasts
for the euro zone, and now fears that the currency area may face a long period of stagnation.

“This is a source of concern,” he said. “There is a risk of the euro area economy remaining flat going
forward.”

Mr. Padoan said that weak outlook justifies a slower pace of fiscal consolidation than previously.

“We need a softer tone, while moving in the same direction,” he said.

Mr. Padoan believes that the euro zone has done much more than is commonly acknowledged to fix its
fundamental economic problems, including reforms to its labor markets.

But he said that in order for those reforms to bear fruit, there needs to be a recovery in demand.

“In order for those structural reforms to bear visible fruit–more growth and unemployment–we need to
have some activity level, some demand,” he said. “A softer fiscal consolidation and a continued reform
effort would set off a virtuous cycle, and that would make it more acceptable (to voters).”

Mr. Padoan repeated the Paris-based think tan’s call for a cut in the European Central bank’s
benchmark interest rate. The ECB’s governing council meets Thursday, and after many months of
inaction, is finally expected to oblige.

But like many economists, Mr. Padoan doesn’t believe that a rate cut will be decisive in changing the
euro zone’s growth outlook.

That’s because the “transmission mechanism” that links low ECB interest rates to cheaper loans for
businesses and households is dysfunctional, particularly in those economies where weakened banking
systems are unable to lend.

“The real issue is financial sector repair,” Mr. Padoan said.

Mr. Padoan conceded that repair of the banking system will take time, but said that is precisely why
policy makers and voters needed to be patient.

“This is why we should realize that we need a time line for policies to bear fruit,” he said.
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